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This content audit compiles and disseminates information regarding 

https://explorethebruce.com/ and assesses the website’s:

• Content Quality & Effectiveness

• Usability

• Accessibility

A heuristic analysis of competitor websites considers their unique 

functionality and applies them to make improvements in Explore the 

Bruce.

The information contained and recommendations made in this audit 

are written with the goal of improving the website’s function so that it 

better serves its own goals as well as those of its target audiences.

This audit recommends three projects for consideration: an HTML

tagging and keyword research project; site search functionality 

development; and site usability survey with stakeholder consulation.

Executive Summary

https://explorethebruce.com/


Goals
Explore the Bruce is the online hub of all tourism information for Bruce 

County. It functions not only as an info resource, but also as a promotional 

tool intended to harness web traffic to promote all that Bruce County has to 

offer visitors. As such, the following content goals are key to the success of 

the website and the basis of this audit:

1) Improve Search Engine Optimization

Traffic directed towards the website comes in a few ways, including social 

media and backlinks from other websites. Additionally, and perhaps most 

effective, is search engine traffic. This traffic source is determined by:

• Keyword Effectiveness; and

• Search Engine Results Page (SERP) ranking

2) Assess Information Architecture and Usability

Being such an all-encompassing hub of information, it is important that the 

website content is well-organized and navigable. Ensuring the information is 

easy and intuitive to find not only increases our potential ROI for work put 

into the content but contributes to an improved user experience.

3) Reduce Duplicate Content and Streamline

For a site as far-ranging and broad as Explore the Bruce, content can easily 

be duplicated, making certain pages ineffective as they compete against 

each other for the same audience. Furthermore, in order to ensure that web 

pages are optimally set for gaining traffic, a diverse metadata strategy is 

useful, and as such this audit will seek to understand and assess that aspect 

as well. In addition, this audit will take into account content consistency 

across pages, including visual style.
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Content Quality & 
Effectiveness
The website content is divided into several categories based on their theme 

and what type of information they provide. The website is incredibly 

segmented with hundreds of pages categorized under dozens of themes 

and sub-themes. With so many pages, some maintenance can be neglected, 

such as some pages that are not formatted properly or that do not feature 

relevant visual media, if any.

An SEO Keyword Analysis for relevant pages found that many pages do not 

rank within the top 10 Google SERPs for their featured keywords. This is likely 

caused by an ineffective keyword choice coupled with an undiversified 

keyword structure—that being pages with identical keywords. Keyword 

research and implementation would increase domain authority and search 

engine ranking.

Related to SEO is HTML tagging, including title, H1, and meta description 

tags. In some cases, pages carry the exact same meta description and in 

these cases that tag does not serve the purpose of describing the page itself. 

In addition, many pages at the same level in the information hierarchy 

contain the same heading structure, which on one hand makes sense for 

content cohesion and on the other can detract from SEO. Assessing HTML 

tagging practices for navigation pages would be a worthwhile investment in 

improving information organization and SEO.

In terms of the content layout, the site does an excellent job of highlighting 

feature articles and blog posts that would be of interest to visitors in different 

areas of the site. An effective exercise may be to conduct A/B testing to 

establish whether featuring these articles above or below the other 

navigable items (indexed pages and information-based material) to 

determine which format to which our target audience best responds.
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Content usability is assessed by how efficiently and effectively users 

can achieve their goals while visiting the website and using its system. 

The primary user goal of Explore the Bruce is to obtain information 

about tourism experiences. The usability of the site is in large part 

determined by the site information architecture and how far users 

must go to find the information they are seeking. 

The site is structured largely horizontally, but the nature of the site 

being an information hub means that there is a tremendous number 

of pages to manage and navigate.

Usability
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Usability
The nature of the site structure is such that there are many different 

pathways to get to specific pages, which can certainly be taken as a 

positive. There are certain elements that help the user find the 

information they are looking for, and that information is categorized 

down by multiple levels to make it as easy as possible for users to 

specifically find information. Despite this, there are some usability 

issues. 

Of five users surveyed on the site’s usability using the System Usability 

Scale (SUS), Explore the Bruce scored a 62.5/100. An “average” score is 

68/100. The site scored low on assessments of the intuitiveness of the 

site architecture, which would deter from users’ ability to find relevant 

information. A more significant sample size would be required to 

make a truly accurate assessment, but this small one shows some 

areas where there is opportunity for improvement.

To make information easier to find in addition to being well organized, 

the best path forward would be to internally index pages and tag 

them for relevant topics which have already been identified and 

redesign the search function of the site to make it more effective and 

central to the overall site navigation. This will not only help elevate 

pages that are buried in the depths of the site architecture but help 

users find what they are seeking while maintaining the exploratory 

nature of the site as it currently exists.
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Accessibility
Explore the Bruce, as a hub for all potential visitors to Bruce County, 

needs to be accessible not only for compliance with accessibility laws 

but also to attract a wider audience. One of the best and most 

effective ways to improve site accessibility for the visually impaired is 

through Image ALT text. This is an area where the site can vastly 

improve. Take for example the following panel of articles from the 

Explore section of the site:
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Accessibility
Each of these images’ ALT text are simply the article title, and do not 

describe the image itself in any meaningful, accessible way. 

Describing the image in detail is important for accessibility so those 

who are visually impaired can access and interact with the site more 

effectively. Furthermore, better image ALT text is an essential tool in 

improving SEO and searchability through Google Image search that 

takes users to the site. This requires a delicate balance of keyword 

research and maintaining accessible language. 

Take for example the third image on the first row. Its current image 

ALT text is: “Surfing”; when a more effective text could be “A man in a 

red shirt surfing a wave on a surfboard on Lake Huron”. This text is far 

richer and more descriptive than “Surfing” and contains keywords that 

enhance the chance of being indexed and ranking in search engines.

The good news is that the website is navigable through keyboard for 

those who are unable to use a mouse or trackpad, and additionally 

there is no automatically-played audio/visual content.

Accessibility is a difficult element to get right, and these opportunities 

for improvement can help build and expand Explore the Bruce’s user 

base and ultimately meet its content goals while targeting a wider 

audience.
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Competitor Analysis

Heuristic Average Score:

Website is easy to 
navigate, and 
information is 
readily available

4 3 3 3.3

Site ranks high for 
select keywords 
in SERPs

3 4 4 3.6

Articles are 
relevant, 
engaging, and 
serve to support 
user goals

5 3 4 4

The following heuristic analysis scores Explore the Bruce on a scale of 1-5 

against two competitor sites that attempt to reach similar goals and target 

audiences: thebrucepeninsula.com/ and tripadvisor.ca/.

Explore the Bruce can learn and implement elements from each of these 

websites: thebrucepeninsula’s support of user goals through navigability and 

including FAQ sections on key pages, and tripadvisor’s content organization 

and user goal support through offering tools to help users continue their 

journey to the Bruce (i.e.: hotel booking, trip planning).

https://www.thebrucepeninsula.com/
https://www.tripadvisor.ca/Tourism-g2085562-Bruce_County_Ontario-Vacations.html
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Recommendations
The following recommendations are based on assessments presented 

throughout this audit and account for time, effort, and resources 

required to drive success and continue growing Explore the Bruce to 

support the brand’s goals and objectives.

HTML Tagging & Keyword Research Project
Timeline: Long-term
Resources: Information Assistant, Summer Patrol Students
Why: Throughout the entire site there is a lack of cohesion in 
HTML tagging best practices and keyword efficacy. Undertaking a 
project of this magnitude will take time and effort but will 
ultimately help Explore the Bruce rank higher and spread further 
than it currently does, reaching more of its target audience and 
beyond.

Search Functionality Development
Timeline: Long-term
Resources: Information Assistant, Summer Patrol Students
Why: Rethinking how the website is currently indexed internally 
and going through pages to tag them properly with relevant 
information and keywords will vastly improve site navigability and 
diversify how the site functions, making room for more pages to 
reach more audiences.

Site Usability Surveying and Stakeholder Consultation
Timeline: Medium-term
Resources: Planning & Economic Development Officers, 
Information Assistants, Tourism Ambassadors, Summer Patrol 
Students
Why: Developing a user survey for site visitors to fill out can give 
Explore the Bruce actionable data off which to base changes and 
improve the site so that it functions to serve user goals. Ensuring 
adequate consultation with all stakeholders will ensure that the 
website reaches its potential from a usability standpoint.


